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World Economic Forum & Denmark launch unique
partnership in San Francisco to embrace the
Fourth Industrial Revolution
The ambitious new agreement, which is the first of its kind between the World
Economic Forum (WEF) and any European country, will be signed on 24 April
by Denmark’s Tech Ambassador and the newly established WEF Center for
the Fourth Industrial Revolution in San Francisco. The Center was established
last year to specifically advance the WEF’s vision to create impact through
public private partnerships.
The WEF-Denmark partnership is aimed at forging new global alliances between a multitude
of stakeholders including the private sector incl. technology companies, governments & civil
society to help shape and develop the state-of-the-art approaches, policies and regulations
of tomorrow in order to utilize opportunities occurring in the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
As a small and advanced country Denmark is already one of the most digitalised societies in
the world. Nonetheless the Danish Government has as its clear aim to continue preparing
Denmark for the multitude of opportunities as well as challenges arising from digitalisation
and the fast pace of new technologies being developed in the 21st Century. The agreement
in San Francisco follows a broader memorandum of understanding (MoU) signed at the 48th
World Economic Forum Annual Meeting in Davos-Klosters, Switzerland, in the presence of
WEF Founder Dr. Klaus Schwab, Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen & WEF
President Borge Brende.
“Our mission is to shape the Fourth Industrial Revolution so that it benefits the society.
Denmark has committed to be a leader and pilot innovative frameworks and policies being
co-designed at the Center. We look forward to a strong collaboration and sharingⓘ
findings
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throughout our Network,” says Murat Sonmez, Head of the World Economic Forum Center
for the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Together with a selection of leading private sector partners, WEF and the Government of
Denmark will cooperate on four concrete areas where new technology will potentially
redefine many aspects the daily lives of global citizens and create challenges for traditional
governance.
“This partnership is based on a fundamental belief that technology in general will be a
positive game-changer for the world. Like previous industrial revolutions, our time and age
will grow the economy, lift people out of poverty, deliver unprecedented healthcare, develop
sustainability across the board and build a new generation of start-ups. Technologies such
as Artificial Intelligence (AI), automation and Internet of Things bring huge opportunities for
a small, open and highly digitalized country like Denmark. But it requires the right
combination of skills, policies, and regulations to maximize opportunities while at the same
time minimizing the risks, that it is also critical we do not lose sight of. Our partnership with
WEF in San Francisco will be an important step in that direction”, says Denmark’s Foreign
Minister, Mr. Anders Samuelsen, who earlier last year appointed the world’s first and so far
only Tech Ambassador, thereby elevating technological diplomacy (TechPlomacy) to a
crosscutting priority in Danish foreign policy. Based in Silicon Valley but with a global
mandate and team located also in Copenhagen and Beijing, the Tech Ambassador is
spearheading the new WEF-partnership on behalf of the Danish Government.
WEF and Denmark will collaborate on identifying and driving a number of pilot projects in
Denmark, which has the potential to scale internationally. The ambition is to help shape and
operationalize agile regulation based on a principle of “light but right touch”, which on the
one hand keeps up and enables the pace of new technology, and on the other ensures that
basic principles of governance as well as core values will continue to flourish.
The WEF-Denmark partnership will specifically pursue initiatives aligned with the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), as a recognition that SDGs represent market opportunities for
12 trillion USD annually, which the private sector and other actors can tap into while
contributing to a more sustainable world.
Denmark will partner with the WEF Center for the Fourth Industrial Revolution’s Internet of
Things (IoT) and Connected Devices project to pilot initiatives in Denmark specifically
benefitting from advancements in accurate satellite positioning and geo-data. Denmark has
one of the highest deployments of IoT in the world. Analysis suggests that an estimated 84%
of IoT deployments are currently addressing, or have the potential to advance SDGs. This
underlies that there is still massive potential connected with IoT yet to be unleashed.
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In addition, WEF and Denmark will leverage their network to gain unique insights on how
emerging technologies, such as precision medicine, will transform the healthcare sector in
the coming years, and how countries like Denmark could adapt accordingly in favor of
patients and business.
A dynamic environment for digital innovation is also key to success in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. WEF and Denmark will identify best practices from the unique innovationecosystem in Silicon Valley to benefit Danish and European corporates, start-ups, academia,
students and other actors in new ways, with a special focus on artificial intelligence, big data
analytics and internet of things.
Lastly, the partnership will explore new approaches for agile governance to promote humancentred, inclusive and sustainable policy-making in the future.
As part the agreement, a Government Fellow from the Danish Ministry of Energy, Utilities
and Climate will be seconded to the WEF Center in San Francisco to spearhead specific
cooperation activities. In addition, the Danish Ministry of Industry, Business, and Financial
Affairs, Ministry of Health and Ministry of Foreign Affairs, will regularly work and engage
with the Forum’s extensive network of experts and private sector partners in San Francisco.
The project will initially run for one year with the possibility for extension.
For additional information, please contact:
WEF | Ms. Amanda Russo, public engagement lead, World Economic Forum Center for the
Fourth Industrial Revolution | Amanda.Russo@weforum.org HP: +1 (415) 734-0589
Denmark | Mr. David Tarp, Political & Stratcom Advisor, Office of Denmark’s Tech
Ambassador | davtar@um.dk, HP: +1 (415) 494-1258

LATEST NEWS
New whistleblower mechanism at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark for
employees and external partners
13.11.2020 12:40
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With Central Sahel at ‘breaking point’, donors announce $1.7 billion to scale up aid
21.10.2020 17:11

Le Danemark annonce la candidature de M. Ulrik V. Knudsen au poste de Secrétaire
général de l’OCDE
20.10.2020 10:49

Denmark to announce candidate for Secretary-General of the OECD, Ulrik V. Knudsen
20.10.2020 10:47

Joint statement by the minister for foreign affairs of Sweden Ann Linde and the
minister for foreign affairs of Denmark Jeppe Kofod:
12.10.2020 16:36
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